**Title:** Intern

**Location:** Symons Hall (AREC) University of Maryland, College Park, MD

**Nature of Position:** The Maryland Sea Grant Extension program, based at University of Maryland College Park campus, seeks an environmental science/extension intern for the Fall 2013, Spring/Summer/Fall 2014 semesters. The intern will work 15-20 throughout the year, as work/school schedule allows.

**Qualifications:** Candidates must be a full-time, upper-level undergraduate students or full-time graduate students (preferred) majoring in environmental science, communications, or in a degree with a climate science, environmental planning or natural resources focus (within University of Maryland-College Park)

**Responsibilities:** Primary duties include assistance with Maryland Sea Grant’s Coastal Communities Climate Adaptation Initiative (CCCAI) Project. This project includes the following components: 1) Collaboration with key partners (state agency and NGOs) to develop need assessment and survey related to climate education and identifying climate education outreach providers in Maryland, 2) Working on a pilot communities project which has a community engagement component, 3) developing a MD report with relevant emerging climate change science, gathering and organizing information, and facilitating meetings with stakeholders. Other duties may include collection of Web-based materials about climate science (mitigation and adaptation) in Maryland and the Chesapeake Bay; assist with conferences; assist with general interagency coordination on climate education; office functions; other tasks as assigned.

**To Apply:** Send a resume (with at least 2 references) and writing samples (prefer electronic copies) to:

Vicky Carrasco, Coastal Communities Specialist, vcarrasc@umd.edu
Contact phone #: 301.405.5809
Contact fax #: 301.314.9091

Position open until filled.

UMD IS AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY/AFFIRMATIVE ACTION EMPLOYER.